Student Participations and Prizes won in Inter-College & National Events


- D.Srinivas, G. Raghu Ram and T.Aparna of CSE has Qualified in GATE 2014 in April 2014.

- ArfaaNaseem of ECE participated in “Recent Advance in Antenna Design & Applications” at “Osmania University” in March 2014.


- ArfaaNaseem, B.Ashwini and B.Tejaswini of ECE participated in “IEEE Communications Colloquium” at VignanaBharathi Institute of Science and Technology” in February 2014.

- P.Vinay Kumar of CSE has participated in event on “SHAASTRA” at “IIT-Madras” in January 2014.
M. Meena, R. Priyanka, P. Nihith Kumar and K. Dilip of IT has participated in workshop on “Network-Simulation Using NS2” at “JNTU- Jagityal” in February 2014.

G. Prabhakar of CSE participated in “Shukra” at “Nalla Malla Reddy Engineering College” at March 2015.


M. Abhishek, Bhargavi Reddy of ECE participated in “Techkriti” at “IIT- Kanpur” in March 2015.

M. Siri Chandana and Shivani Reddy of CSE participated in “Techkriti” at “IIT- Kanpur” in March 2015.


M. Tejasree & P. Prasannareddy of IT participated in Sri Indu college of Engineering & Technology in Feb 2015.

M. Tejasree, R. Varun Teja & M. Sai Keerthana of IT participated in MVSR Engineering College & also in Malla Reddy Engineering College, secunderabad in March 2015.

Sai Charan Vasala & K. Srikanth of Civil participated in Anurag Group of Institution in March 2015.


Y. Sripal of CSE has presented a paper on “UBIQUITOUS COMPUTING” at “CBIT” in Oct 2013.
• D.Anusha of CSE participated in Workshop on “Cartooning” at “NIT-Warangal” in February 2013.


• P.Lavanya & P.Navya of MECH participated in Advanced Internal Combustion Engine in Feb 2013.

• M.KavyaSree, A.DivyaVani, G.KrishnaSamhitha, K.Nageshwari, G.Yamini & KainathFathima presented a power point presentation in Feb 2013.

• N.Veena & T.Sai Monica of CSE participated in Artificial Intelligence workshop in Feb 2013.

• B.Ashwini & B.Tejaswini of ECE participated in Yaantrika’13 at VignanaBharathil Institute of Technology in March 2013.


• K.Vani Reddy & ArfaaNaseem of ECE participated in Robotics at Nishitha College of Engineering & Technology in March 2013.

• A.Anil Kumar of CSE participated in National Level Workshop on “Mobile & Ubiquitous Learning” conducted by Centre for Development of Advance Computing in April 2012.

• M.Pavithra of CSE participated in “Technical Paper Presentation” at “J.B.Institute of Engineering & Technology” in March 2012.

• N.M.Harini, N.Sneha, V.Sushma & P.Harika of CSE presented a Paper at Phoenix12” at “VidyaJyothi Institute of Technology” in March 2012.
- Revathi & UdayKiran of MECH presented a paper of Hybrid Vehicle’s at Visvesvaraya College of Engineering and Technology in March 2012.

- N.V. Kamesh of MECH presented a paper of Specfiesta '12 at St. Peter’s Engineering College in March 2012.

- Vanitha Joshi of IT participated in “Buy Beg or Borrow” at CVR College of Engineering in March 2012.

- A. Revathi of Mechanical presented a paper at TECHNOMIST-2K12 at Mahaveer Institute of Science & Technology in March 2012.

- Bhavani, B. Sneha, Sindhuja & Sumalatha of IT presented a paper at Bandari’s Group of Institutions Technovision 2012 in March 2012.

- Sweta Bhaskara of CSE presented a paper at Bandari’s Group of Institutions Technovision 2012 and also in “C & Java Programming” contest in March 2012.

- A. UdayKiran of Mechanical participated in “Paper Presentation in TECHNOMIST-2K12” at Mahaveer Institute of Science & Technology in March 2012.


- P. Sampath Reddy, N. Venkat Ram Reddy & Y. Seshnath of IT presented a paper under Samvikshan 12 at Vignana Bharathi Institute of Technology in March 2012.

- Vanitha Joshi in CSE participated in Debugging in March 2012.


- M. Bharath Kumar & A. Shiva Kumar of Mechanical presented a paper on “Mecharena” at Osmania University in March 2012.

- K. Sravanthi & V. Mounika of IT presented a paper on “Technosmec 2012” at St. Martin’s Engineering College in March 2012.
• N.Venkat Ram Reddy of CSE presented a Paper on “Saviskaran” at Nagole Institute of Technology & Science” in march 2012

• Bharath Kumar, A.Shiva Kumar, of Mechanical presented a Paper on “Smart Material” at “Nishitha College of Engineering and Technology” in March 2012.

• M.Ramesh&P.Kiran Kumar of Mechanical presented a Paper on “FMS” at “Nishitha College of Engineering and Technology” in March 2012.

• Priyanka, Jyothi, Mounika&Sravanthi of EEE participated in “National Level Techfest” at “Samskruthi College of Engineering & Technology” in March 2012

• A.Revathi&A.UdayKiran of Mechanical presented a Paper on “Tech Samprathi 2012” at “Nalla Narasimha Reddy Groups of Institutions” in March 2012

• Shiva Parvathi of IT presented a Pape “Tech-Coliseum” at “Guru Nanak Engineering College” in March 2012

• ShayestaNaaz of CSE participated in the below events conducted in February and March 2012
  o “Paper Presentation” at “Samskruti College of Engineering & Technology”
  o “Cynosure 12” at “MuffakhamJah College of Engineering & Technology”.
  o Technical Paper Presentation at “Swami RamanandaTirtha Institute of Science and Technology”
  o Infinity 2012
  o BGI Technovation 2012
  o “Utkrishhta 2012” at “Swami RamanandaTirtha Institute of Science and Technology”

• P.J.Siddhartha&Shruthi Reddy of CSE participated in workshop of “Free Software Movement of India” at “Swecha” in February 2012

• K.Srikanth of IT participated in “Cloud Computing Workshop” at “KakatiyaInstitute of Technology & Science” in February 2012

• P.Aravind of CSE participated in Hack Track in February 2012

• Sharath .M of MECH participated in R-Hex in 2012

• MBA students took participation in these activities in January 2012
  o Rehamatallah – “Ad-Making”
  o K.Sravanthi – “PPT”
  o Sreekar – “Ad-Making”
- SaiKiran – “Ad-Making”
- N.Sulthana – “PPT”
- Priyanka – “Singing”
- Ramya – “B-Quiz”
- Srinivasulu – “Ad-Making”

- TusharVidya Mote participated in “Kshitij 2012” at “SreeDattha Groups of Educational Institutions”


- Abhishek Kumar, AbhishekAgarwal, AkshayHemant and ShalieshShyam of Mechanical participated “Global Entrepreneurship Summit” at IIT- Kharagpur” in January 2013.

- VijayaLaxmi of ECE participated in “International Students Conference on VLSI Design” in January 2012

- B.Pavani, Akhila, Sabitha Rani, Shilpa, Ramesh Babu, Shiva Yadav, Mangesh, U.Raju, A.Dheeraj, Shiva Kumar and Harish of MBA participated in “Tech Fest” at “CBIT” in April 2012.


- J. Hari Prasad Naik of CSE participated in “Workshop on Ethical Hacking Expert” at Nalla Malla Reddy Engineering College” in March, 2011


- T. Priyanka of IT participated in “Robowar” at “CBIT” in March, 2011

- A. Venkatesh of Mechanical participated in “Robotic Event” at Vasavi College of Engineering” in March, 2011

- M. Sujeeth Kumar of EEE participated in ”PROMETHEAN 2K11” at “Dr. B. Raju Institute of Technology” in March, 2011

- CH. NeeleshRao of IT participated in “workshop on Ethical Hacking Expert” at “Nalla Malla Reddy Engineering College” in March 2011

A. UdayKiran of MECHANICAL presented a Paper at Techno vision 2011” at “BandariSrinivas Institute of Technology” in March, 2011

M. Sharath Kumar of Mechanical participated in “AU Terrain and Roba Race” at “Sri Indu College” in March, 2011

K. SantoshGirish of Mechanical participated in ”Roba Race” at “Sri Indu College” in February, 2011

Ch. Siva Krishna Karthik of IT participated in ”Workshop on Ethical Hacking Expert” at “Nalla Malla Reddy Engineering College” in March, 2011

K. SuryaPrakash and K. Sriman of IT participated in event on “Gladiator” at “Vignanajyothi Institute of Engineering & Technology” in February, 2011

S. Abhilash Reddy from CSE participated in “Ethical Hacking & Information Security workshop” at “JNTUH” in October, 2010

Narla Bharath from ECE participated in “Entrepreneur Program” at” ACE College” in October, 2010

P. Ganesh Kumar and S. DivyaSree from EEE participated in “Technical Paper Presentation Feast” at “J. B. Institute of Engineering & Technology” in October, 2010

A. UdayKiran and A. Revathi from Mechanical participated in” Brilliant Asthra 2010-National Level Paper” at “Brilliant Group of Technical Institutions” in October, 2010


N. Sneha of CSE participated in “Workshop at SHAAASTRA 2010” in October, 2010

S. Sai Krishna of CSE participated in” Workshop on Ethical Hacking” at” Advance IT Security” in September, 2010

B. Anupam of MECHANICAL participated in “Robotic Events” at “Vignan Institute of Technology and Science” in September, 2010

S. Nikhil of CSE participated in” Workshop on Ethical Hacking “Advance IT Security” at “NIT-Warangal” in September, 2010

K. Vindhya, G. SriHarshini and Ch. Pramod of EEE participated in Tech Fest named “ELEXTRA” at “DVR College” in October, 2010
- Krishna Agarwal of MECHANICAL Participated in “Robo Soccer Rover Junk Yard Wards Paper Presentation” at “National Institute of Technology of Warangal” in September, 2010

- Krishna Agarwal of MECHANICAL Participated in “GATI” “Sreenidhi Institute of Science & Technology” in September, 2010